
Environmental noise sources are usualy placed far from the measurement point. 
Direction of propagating waves can be considered essentially parallel to the ground 
at measurement location. This implies the sound field to be two-dimensional. 
Localization of environmental noise sources can be accomplished with 
beamforming algorithms on flat microphone array in horizontal plane (Figure 1). 

Let p(n) be a vector, composed from signal components of measured signals p(t), 
coming from source at the direction j  at the time sample n. Then a reconstructed di

vector signal x(n) of sound wave coming from arbitrary direction j  can be calculated mi

by a simple summation of properly delayed signals. This delay Dt  can be written in m,d

the matrix form for M  sensors placed in a circular array of radius r, and for D  
scanning directions. Index m indicates the specific sensor in the array, and index d 
indicates the angle of sound incidence. Time delay depends on the speed of sound 
c , and on the vertical angle of sound immission q , (figure 1). 0 i 

Individual components of vector x(n) for a given sampling time (n) are summands of 
signals from microphones delayed accordingly to direction of observation. During 
continuous calculation of real time data flow, the vector x  becomes a matrix X. 

In order to determine the direction of the dominant noise source, the matrix X should 
be integrated over observed time window and reduced to vector RMS2. Index of the 
maximum value within the RMS vector indicates the direction of the dominant 
source.
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Directivity analysis

Environmental noise consists of many different noises. A frequent task is to 
determine a contribution of only one selected noise source to the total environmental 
noise level, (Figure 1). This task can be accomplished by more measurements under 
different operating conditions of all influential noise sources. Different noise sources 
emit noise at different time intervals and simultaneity of operation is random, (Figure 
2). Operational time intervals are rarely deterministic; therefore a presence of 
personnel is required to sample the operating conditions and to control the integration 
intervals of the equivalent level.  Automatic identification of the dominant noise 
source, based on its spatial information obtained from the beamforming algorithm, 
provides a solution. This paper presents how to use the immission directivity obtained 
with horizontal microphone array, for the automatic marking or triggering of selected 
noise source measurements  surrounded by other residual noise sources.

Marking of individual noise source Si as dominant noise source, is determined by 
start time t  and end time t . Index i indicates the noise source, index j indicates the  i,j,1 i,j,2

successive number of noise event of the i-th noise source. 1 indicates start of the 
interval and 2 indicates stop of the interval. Database T of t  t  values provides i,j,1 i,j,2

enough information to predict the contribution of the individual noise source if their 
noise levels interchange for more than 10 dBA within the whole observation time 
window, (Figure 2). 

There are different possibilities to fill the database T : manual selection of intervals on 
the measurement site off line listening to the recordings and manual classification of 
noise events; automatic sound recognition algorithms, using acoustic camera as a 
surveillance instrument, etc. These methods are either time consuming, very 
expensive or they don't provide valid results. By limiting the noise event classification 
for the purpose of automatic noise measurement, the research was focused on using 
the immission directivity as the main source of information for filling the database T. 
The main argument for using immission directivity is the fact that dominant noise 
source is very rarely positioned directly behind the residual noise source. 
Additionally, if algorithms for noise recognition based on single microphone signal are 
used, their results provide only classification of noise event with no necessary 
information about signal to noise ratio, which is crucial for a proper estimation of 
contribution of the individual noise source to the total noise level.

Introduction

ABSTRACT

Let us consider N noise sources allocated arbitrary around the measurement point 
(M), (figure 1). All considered noise sources are uncorrelated. Each noise source 
generates sound pressure signal p (t) at the measurement point M, where i stands for i

index of an individual noise source and its corresponding sound pressure signal, as 
depicted in Figure 2. p(t) and p (t) are infinitely long sound pressure signals. Sound i

pressure generated by uncorrelated N sources can be simply summed up. After a 
basic statistical analysis we can write a correlation between the total sound pressure 
and all partial sound pressure using following equation:  

Time constant t is usually set to 125 msec (Fast). For sampling of environmental 
noise a suitable accumulation period has to be chosen. This requires a careful 
balance between stability and repeatability on one hand, and a sufficient degree of 
dynamics on the other hand. A suitable aggregation period depends on noise source 
operating cycle, but 10 –15 min is usually chosen as an appropriate monitoring 
period. For that purpose an Equivalent sound pressure level (LAeq) is defined:

Mathematically it is impossible to retrieve different values of LAeq corresponding to 
different noise sources from one signal. Usage of only one microphone on 
measurement location M leads to information deficit and only information about total 
sound pressure level L () can be obtained.  However, we can take an advantage of M

approximation and use the rule of 10 dBA signal to noise ratio, together with the 
statistical property of simultaneity, as it can be seen from example in figure 2. If noise 
source S generates sound pressure level exceeding 10 dBA over sound pressure i

level generated by all other noise sources, then total sound pressure level 
approximates the contribution of noise source S itself, and we can write, as follows:i

SANSIC
Theory

State of the art environmental noise monitoring systems are based on digital signal 
processing. They perform computation and storage of noise levels, spectral filtering, 
narrowband spectral analysis, evaluation of statistical indices, wave recordings, 
detection of noise events based on thresholds, and other similar tasks. Increase in 
processing power enabled the development of applications for noise measurements 
on smart phones. Some of them can provide surprisingly accurate results. Increase 
in processing power can be exploited to develop more sophisticated apparatus 
capable of complex processing of multichannel sound signals and other data. 
Consequently, a research has been undertaken to develop two new measurement 
options for environmental noise monitoring systems: 1) automatic exclusion of 
uncorrelated noise events from measurements, and 2) automatic identification of 
the dominant noise source location. Implementation of these two features can 
reduce the need for human resources, resulting in reduced costs and more accurate 
results. 
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Figure 2: Contribution of noise sources to total noise level

Influence of vertical noise incidence on mic. array directivity

If the observed noise source i is positioned in the same plane as microphone 
array, then the vertical angle of sound incidence on the microphone array 0. 
If sound incidence angle increases, values in the delay matrix will be shortened. If 

osound source is placed above the circular array (q=90 ), then the  matrix will i

be 0. Simulations and measurements were performed to establish the influence of 
the noise incidence angle on the performance of microphone circular array. 

Pink noise was generated on the plane of circular microphone array. Simulated 
and measured immission directivity pattern are very sharp and the polar diagram 
shows to the direction of the noise source (red polar plot on figure below). When 
the same noise source is elevated above the microphone array plane to form 

o
immission angle of 15 , the directivity pattern changes, but remains very sharp 

o
(blue polar plot). Even when the vertical immission angle was increased to 30 , 
directivity pattern remained sharp.

In order to validate the applicability of horizontal circular microphone array for 
triggering the measurements of LAeq, the signal to noise ratio was established as 
a function of vertical immission angle. Signal to noise ratio was defined as a 
logarithmic ratio between maximum value of polar diagram and averaged value of 
sidelobes according to Equation: 
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Beamforming on horizontal circular array

Measurement equipment and experimental methods

Number of sensor defines spatial resolution of the system, and SN ratio between 
selected directions. SN ratio also depends on frequency range, microphone 
distribution, and on vertical angle of sound incidence. Size of the array depends on 
the frequency range of interest. After optimization 33 microphones were mounted on 
the circular array. Sampling frequency of microphones was selected to 50 kHz per 
channel with 16 bit resolution. "A" weighted signals were used for beamforming. 
Frequency range used for detection of the noise source direction was selected to 
range from 100 Hz to 12000 kHz, and the size of the array was appropriately 
calculated.

Experimental setup is depicted in Figure 3.During experiments, sound was picked by 
the reference microphone and by the microphone array. Calculation of dominant 
noise source direction and immission directivity was performed in real time on the 
FPGA platform which was mounted on the microphone array. Classification of noise 
source was performed according to three features of noise signals:  1) Sound 
Pressure Level,  2) Direction of dominant noise, and  3) Directivity. 

Immission directivity depends on the properties of the environmental noise. If there is 
only background noise, the immission directivity plot is omnidirectional and shape of 
the plot is getting similar to perfect circle, as depicted with green polar plot  in figure 4. 
If sound from observed direction has dominant contribution to the total noise level, 
then directivity is high and it can be observed as black curve on the polar plot in figure 
4. Even though the maxima of green polar plot coincides with the direction of the 
observed noise source, the classification algorithm does not recognize the low level 
background noise as observed noise source, because its directivity does not excide 
defined threshold.

CONCLUSIONS

The first environmental noise measurement using SANSIC system was performed 
in a settlement with complex of houses, with two noise sources: motorway and 
railway. Residual noise was generated by residents, traffic within the settlement and 
pets (barking dogs). Noise levels produced by two measured sources (motorway 
and railway) are approximately the same in comparison to the residual noise level. 
Direction of the noise immission was recorded together with measured noise level, 
in order to evaluate the contribution of individual noise source to the total noise level. 
Results of averaged immision directions are presented in Figure 5. Twenty-four 
curves are presented on the left side of Figure 5, each as an averaged polar plot 
over one hour. On the right side of Figure 5, polar plots are presented for the most 
distinctive directivity patterns. From measured immission directivity is now 
absolutely clear that during evening hours inhabitants with their activities generate 
more noise in comparison to motorway. However, during morning hours, when 
inhabitants are absent, the dominant noise source is motorway.

At the same time, each measured value of noise level was attributed with the 
corresponding directivity pattern as depicted in Figure 6. Red curve in Figure 6 
presents Sound Pressure Level vs. time and green curve presents the direction of 
dominant noise source vs. time. Constant and stable curve of the dominant noise 
source direction, together with high directivity index, indicates that noise source 
from this direction dominates and contributes to total noise level. During time 
interval when the direction of the immission is constant and stable, total level of 
noise actually represents the contribution of noise source at that direction. Time 
intervals marked with S1, S2 and S3 represent such condition. If direction of 
temporarily dominant noise source is interchanging, like in time intervals marked 
with NA, then direction and directivity cannot be used for the purpose of noise 
source classification and for the purpose of marking the noise levels or for triggering 
the integration of equivalent values for different noise sources. 

Directivity pattern of noise immission was changing during measurement interval 
just like sound pressure level is changing during the same measurement interval. 
Simple averaging of directivity pattern over the time intervals, in which the direction 
of the dominant noise source is stable, increases signal to noise ratio of directivity 
pattern. Three directivity patterns for noise immission of three selected time 
intervals are also depicted in Figure 6. Based on averaged directivity pattern 
represented with polar plot noise source classification can be instantly performed.

Environmental noise sources are usually placed far from the measurement point, 
therefore the direction of propagating waves can be considered parallel to the 
ground. Experiments and simulations confirmed that circular array can provide 
valid results for the immission directivity of dominant noise source within vertical 

o
incidence angle = ±15 .i 

The main advantage of one-dimensional beamforming is a low computational 
power, and its capability to provide information if dominant noise source level 
exceeds other noise levels for more then 10 dB. 
Experimental results confirm results of simulations and the immission directivity 
can be used together with measured direction of the dominant noise source as a 
trigger for simultaneous measuring of noise levels generated by more noise 
sources.
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Figure 1: Noise sources around measurement point
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Figure 4: SANSIC GUI

Figure 6: Experimental results
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Figure 3: Experimental setup

Figure 5: Immission directivity
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